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NASP leaders have adopted five strategic goals that guide the association’s work. In your 
state, what are some gains being made in school psychology practice related to these goals, 
and what are some pressing challenges? 
 
In Rhode Island we face significant school psychology workforce shortages, with several positions in our city 
schools remaining open all school year long. Our state has also suffered from a reduction in NASP-approved 
graduate training programs, which makes it more difficult to recruit school psychologists to the state in general. 
More competitive salaries in neighboring states also make it challenging to retain school psychology students after 
they graduate. Within RISPA, the Board is focusing on renewing our relationship with our university trainers and 
student representatives by engaging them in committees on the Board. The RISPA Board is also identifying regional 
partners throughout the state to convey challenges and interests specific to the partner’s area, with the goal of giving 
more RISPA members a voice to the Executive Board.  
 
RISPA has made important gains in training our Executive Board members through NASP’s Public Policy Institute 
(PPI) that is offered in the summer. We hope to send another Board member to PPI again this summer. RISPA’s 
Legislative & Advocacy committee is working to expand the Medicaid definitions of psychologists in our state to 
enable school psychologists to bill Medicaid for direct service in schools. RISPA is also in communication with our 
state senators and representatives about the social worker ratio bill that we believe we should be represented in. Our 
state senators, state representatives, and their staffers were invited to our most recent conference and the Legislative 
& Advocacy committee continues to be in contact with our local and state politicians. Our fall conference focused 
specifically on mental and behavioral health collaboration and more specifically on research-based treatments of 
anxiety. Our conference featured the programs of our state’s premier children’s psychiatric hospital as well as local 
districts and school psychologists who exemplify leadership skills and comprehensive school psychological 
practices. RISPA intends to develop a collaborative relationship with our new Commissioner of Education to 
promote the NASP Practice Model as well as ensure that all children and youth are valued in the state. RISPA will 
be participating in Rhode Island Department of Education’s (RIDE) educator engagement group to help inform 
education policy. Having a seat at the table with RIDE can be a challenge and we often have to make our presence 
known within the state through self-advocacy.  


